
I . Introductipn
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As science advances, with the resulting advances in technology . wn_
have new tools and new caoahilities which: influence our world in ^nanv
ways . :his nerr technolot7v not only influences the traditional art forms
but also nrodu :.es new forms of art . ''he development of high speed Qlec-
tronic componepts and circuits, the cathode ray tube, the video camera, and
inexpensive video tane recorders enabled the development of video art . '"he
development of s.� all but powerful computers now allows systems to be c'.e-
veloped which ,--an give the video artist a new dimension of control over the
video image . dith a computer-based video synthesizer (C3`Jq), one can
generate a seo ;aence of images while controllins7 each individual image with
detail and pre-;ision that is many orders of ma(,nitude greater than is
possible with manual control .

The ability to control the dynamics of the image is useful to the
artist only if the system is capable of ^eneratint- the image in real time .
With this requirement in mind, the natural. choice of devices for conver
ting electrical si^nals to visual images is the conventional video system .This choice al ; ;o gives the capability of recording the video cornositions
with a conventional video tape recorder and of broadcasting to a large
audience throu ;y.h existin7 network systems .

There are basically two modes of operation of the svstem : inter-
active compositional mode and automatic production mode . In the compo-
sitional Node, the artist can enter programs and parameters through the
keyboard, obse:pve the resulting sequence of images, and then modify para-
meters through either the keyboard or a real time input and thus build
up a data set for a complete piece . At each stage of the composition
process the data set, representing all the aesthetic decisions made by
the artist, is stored in the computer . 'dhen the composition is finished
the system wild operate in the automatic production -node peneratinv the
final video signal in real time with no intervention by the artist . The
artist may alsi? choose to use a combination of these two modes in an
interactive pe:pformance or allow an audience to interact with the system
operating automatically . The system is structured so that all of these
variations can be accomodated by appronriate programming .

The system may be operated as a generating synthesizer which r)-oduces-
a video siganal entirely from internal signals or as a processing synthe-
sizer which utilizes signals of external origin such asa video camera .
Fftber of thes,a two types of operations is carried out hv'a configuration
of element nodules, each of which performs a class of functions, with the
specific function during one frame being determined by the control parameters
received from -the computer .

Since the computer functions only to generate the parameters which
govern the behavior of the synthesizer modules, a video signal will be
generated without operation of the computer . The system will simply repeat
the frame until the . parameters are changed .

	

Thus the artist may choose
to stop the computer in which case he is able to examine a single frame,
or he may alter the program so that a given sequence is displayed very
slowly or repeated very rapidly .



II . -System Structure
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The CBVS consists of two parts : the computer sectio!i shown in thelower section of figure 1 and the video section shown in `the upper sectionof the figure . Both sections operate simultaneously and independently,communicating through the buffer memorv which has a capacity of 1,02416 bit words .

	

£ach of these words is either a _n ictu r_e e_1_+~m ent , a numberwhich controls some function of the video section and determines someaspect of one field of the video image, or it is a picture feature, anumber determined by the video section and may depend on an externalsignal such as a video camera signal . The buffer memory is connectedto the computer bus through a 16 bit parallel interface which is struc-tured in such a way that each word in the buffer memory is addressableand may be read or written in exactly the same way as words in the maincomputer memory . This memory-mapped I/0 system simplifies. the softwarewhich controls the buffer memory . In order to update an element suchas a control D/ :A, the computer must execute an instruction which storesthe new value in the location corresponding to that element .
During the active scan time, the control computer reads featuresfrom the buffer memory and generates elements for the folfowin- field andstores them in the buffer memory . During the vertical blanking interval,information is transferred through the element bus from the buffer memoryto the element modules or from the feature modules to the buffer memory .The designation of a particular area of the buffer memory as an elementor feature is under program control . During the transfer between thebuffer memory and the element bus, the computer is locked out of the buffermemory . On completion of the transfer, the interface :-enO!rates a vectoredinterrupt which reeuests the computer to generate parameters for the nextfield .
The computer system consists of : a DEC LST-11 micrWirocessor whichhas a 16 bit word length and an instruction execution tim4! of about 7microseconds ; Teletype Keyboard and printer connected through a serial

interface ; 20 K of dynamic memory : a dual drive floppy ~ ; 9k syster with acapacity of 256,256 bytes Der diskette . An additional se? ,ial interfaceis also available for connecting: through a modem to other computer systems .The entire system is dedicated to the synthesizer system .
The overall timing ;s determined by a 9 .7552434 ';=iz Clock which isphase locked to the subcarrier (3 .573545 ". ! :iz) . "_'his Yrea,lency is chosento insure a coherent subcarrier and to divide the active ^ortion of thescan line into 512 pixels . '_"he red, areen0 and blue signals are -eneratedindnnen.dently, and the chroma encoding is done with analo^ circuits ; thusthere is no advantage to followin- the common practice of makini- the nIxelrate an integer multiple of the subcarrier frequency . -:; th this clock

frequency, a full nine bit word is used to define the horizontal positionon the active portion of the raster . Figure 2 shows the ~ and Y wave forms .The X-Y module generates twenty bits of timing information (ten bits For
horizontal, includin7 the blanking, period, and ten for the line count) .This 7odule al so 7enerates sync, drive, burst flac-,and the transfer requestTR signal which controls the timing of the buffer memory .
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Timing details of the interface and buffer memory are shown in f i gure
3 . The transfer request T? goes low at the beginning of vertical blanking
initiatin^ an arbitration for access to the buffer nemorv . if the ro^oster
is _accessing the buffer memory, the current bus cycle is comeleted, then
?E.4DY 7oes high, and the buffer memory controller cycles through memory
making the required element and feature transfers . When this is completed,
?FADY goes low, control of the memory is returned to the computer, and an
interrupt is 7enerated requesting data for the following field . ?.s in-
dicated in the diagram, during the th field, the computer is -enerating
data for the 'd+lth field .

The timings of the signals on the element bus are indicated in fi-ure
4 . Durinv the transfer, the memory controller generates : the addresses
A V_

	

-At

	

; the clock signals f, ,

	

6 , and 73 ; and the status si-pals
C"'E indicating a transfer from the memory to an element and CFu_ indicatinc-
a transfer from a feature module to the memory . The signals FTF and F-"--f
are venerated by the synthesizer modules and initiate a controller .'-'.lenient/
Feature mode change . The three phase clock system is used to control modules
which have the structure shown in figure 5 . Functions which use data From
the computer during the vertical blanking interval are disabled when the
buffer me,iory accesses that particular element by a sir_nal venerated usin ,

This allows access to the buffer memory during 2 . The third clock,
~13 venerates a memory write signal .

Time delays in the di-ital processing modules could produce errors
and shifts of the image to the right . This is prevented by deskewin- the
output of each with a latch clocked by the master clock (9 .755 `liz .) .
Compensation for the resulting. 102 .5 nSec . delay in each module is provided
by startint_ the X count at the beginning of the horizontal blanking interval
rather than at the end . An additional shift to the right or left is thenachieved by adding (mod 512) a constant supplied by the computer . The deFault
value of ;this constant is 404 + number of elements .

III . Element and Feature Yodules

The structure described above supports a variety of element and feature
modules which may be chosen and configured according to the tastes of the
artist . +fur experience indicates that a lag,,^,e amount of work can be produced
with a relatively small number of elements in a standard configuration .

	

'hen-
ever possible, a new element added to the system is confi^ured in s ,.ich a w.ay
that if the control word is set equal to zero it has no effect on the system .
Th-Is

	

a mini-num amount of reprogramming is renu fired followint- system axr .ansion .
Two ;),eneral classes of modules have been developed : dioital any' 'ivbri,d .

The hvbri,'_ elements are :

	

h i ,~li-speed '`/ ~ converters :ise i

	

for 7enerat in ~, the
red, green, and blue video si^pals which are converted to '7':')C format in the
standard ~ .! ;iv . low--,nee<i n/n. converters used for venerating, control voltag^s,
field-by-Field controllable, used to operate existing voltage controlled
analog image processing svstems such as keyers, raster manipulaters, etc .
Another hybrid element is the analog video switchin,,- matrix . Four bits cF
one control word are used to select one of sixteen inputs for one output .

Digital processing elernents include : constant ; X + constant ; Y + constant :
twelve-channel sixteen-line demultiplexer with output complement ; and four-
channel four-bit by sixty-four word memory .
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Horizontal RlanXinp,

Vertical 9lankin7

Fioure 2

X and Y Half Cycle Durations and Wave Forms

Field Indexv p 16 .66 nSec .

y2 63 .5 ~JSec .

v .3 127 p Sec .

y t 254 p Sec .

vs 508 pSec .

7 (p 1 .01 nSec .

yr 2 .03 nSec .

4 .06 nSec .

yi 8 .13 nSec .

y1o
16 .26 nSec .

xf 102 .5 nSec .

xL 205 nSec .

x 3 410 nSec .

x4 820 nSec .

x 5 1 .64 ~A`77ec .

x 4 3 .28 ?Sec .

x i 6.56 10 Sec.

xy 13 .12 J.l Sec .

x q 26 .24 ;*Sec .

x /C 52 .48 X Seri .
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